Welcome to the latest issue of Harvard Medicine News, a weekly electronic publication that will continue to chronicle the extraordinary world of HMS, previously reported in Focus. [More]

Writing the Book in DNA

**Video:** A Harvard geneticist uses next-generation sequencing to encode his book in life's language. [MORE »]

New View of Osteoporosis

A link between a common protein and stem cells provides a deeper understanding of the bone-thinning disease. [MORE »]

Mastering Global Health

A new degree program prepares students for the challenges of implementing equitable health care worldwide. [MORE »]

To read all news, go [here](http://example.com).

---

**Featured Events**

08.21.12 Progress in Reprogramming Human Skin Cells into Cardiac Progenitors. Boston Children’s Hospital, 4 p.m.

08.24.12 Rock Health Demo Day. Broad Institute, 2 p.m.

**Full Calendar**

**Awards & Recognitions**

**Dean’s Corner**

**Harvard Medicine Magazine**

**Idea Lab**

**Mentoring Tomorrow’s Researchers**

Investing in pipeline programs attracts the best and brightest.